**Building Colorado Cities**

**Vocabulary List**

Name: __________________________________________________________

---

Define the below vocabulary words that you will hear during Building Colorado Cities.

- **asset:**
- **agriculture:**
- **bypass:**
- **collaborate:**
- **compromise:**
- **consequence:**
- **economics:**
- **incentive:**
- **industry:**
- **invest:**
- **irrigation:**
- **latitude:**
- **longitude:**
- **natural resources:**
- **opportunity cost:**
- **region:**
- **risk:**
- **transcontinental:**
Can you put each vocabulary word into a sentence using your definitions?

**asset:**

**agriculture:**

**bypass:**

**collaborate:**

**compromise:**

**consequence:**

**economics:**

**incentive:**

**industry:**

**invest:**

**irrigation:**

**latitude:**

**longitude:**

**natural resources:**

**opportunity cost:**

**region:**

**risk:**

**transcontinental:**